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FINISHED GOOD NUMBER | FINISHED GOOD DESCRIPTION | COLOR | COLOR LABEL | WEIGHT
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
ECX-SV1812120-7 | VERTICAL,(12)C13, (12)C19, MONITORED SWITCHED, ENCONNEX CONNECTOR, ECX-HDC-730P, 7-PIN, NO POWER CORD, TOP-FRONT FED, BLACK | BLACK (RAL 9005) | N/A | 9.2kg
ECX-SV1812120-7RO | VERTICAL,(12)C13, (12)C19, MONITORED SWITCHED, ENCONNEX CONNECTOR, ECX-HDC-730P, 7-PIN, NO POWER CORD, TOP-FRONT FED, RED | RED (RAL 3020) | R E D | 9.2kg
ECX-SV1812120-7BO | VERTICAL,(12)C13, (12)C19, MONITORED SWITCHED, ENCONNEX CONNECTOR, ECX-HDC-730P, 7-PIN, NO POWER CORD, TOP-FRONT FED, BLUE | BLUE (RAL 5005) | B L U E | 9.2kg

TOLERANCES
LINEAR (mm)
X = ± 1
XX = ± 0.5
XXX = ± 0.30
ANGULAR
X = 1°
XX = 0.5°
XXX = 0.25°